
10 Things That Must Happen
In Every Class

How to create more engaged, inspired, and high-quality students
who stay with you long term without sacrificing your standards.

How do you know if you taught a great class?
More importantly, how do you  know if your staff is teaching a great class when you are not there?

This simple to follow framework will help you increase your class sizes, build real  martial artists, and
save your sanity.

Here are the 10 25 things that must happen in every single class your team  teaches.

1. Pace and Peak – pace refers to the rhythm of the class, the consistency of the flow of the  class. The
class should follow a steady pace, and should move quickly between each change  and segment.
Peak refers to the high points of the class. Changing to a faster pace. There should be many  changes in the
pace and the peaks of each class. You can change the pace and peak by using  voice inflections or by adding
in fitness exercises in the middle of working on the curriculum.  Think of a heartbeat. If you see minds
wandering… pick up the pace.

2. Set Point – Start every class and every move from the set point. This develops consistency.  We say “Ba
Rot!” to move them back into their starting position. When the students get to  Set Point (starting position on
the mat, oftentimes designated by how you lined them up to start on the floor), then bring them to an
attention stance . You can put very small pieces of black electrical tape on the mat in a perfect grid so the
students have a visual clue on where to stand. You can line up the class by size, or rank or Poomsae team. As
well as the smallest student in the front, biggest in the back, this way, we can see every student, and they can
see us.

3. No Down Time – The class is NEVER left without instruction! The instructor is in complete  control at
all times. Drills should always be structured. All line drills must have instructor cadence. Always use set
points even in line drills. No Down Time is important for excitement.  Boredom and behavior problems
vanish because there is no down time. As soon as there is  downtime, student’s minds start to wander, so it
is important to keep them focused and moving.

4. Verbalize Expectations – Explain exactly what you expect!
A. Tell them what you want them to do.
B. Tell them how you want them to do it.
C. Tell them when to do it.
D. After they have done it, tell them how they did it.



5. Demonstrate with Excellence – When teaching a technique use the acronym D.E.C.R. –  Demonstrate,
Explain, Correct, Repetition. Remember when explaining you have three major  learning modalities in your
class: Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic. So, it is important when explaining the technique using words
(auditory), demonstrating (visual) and then  have them DO it (kinesthetic.) Do your BEST demonstration,
show them how it is supposed to be done. Use an A+ student to demonstrate.

6. Black Belt Excellence – Use the words “Black Belt” and “Black Belt Excellence” a 1,000  times. Paint a
vision of what the end goal is. What they are working so hard to achieve. If your goal is not black belt, then
paint a vision of what excellence looks like for your style. Have them “do it like a Black Belt” would do it. Or
an Olympian, or a champion. What model of  excellence would your student relate to the most? You can even
switch up your lingo to inspire  more students to be their best.

7. Class Break Down – Line up class. Use the whole floor and spread out.  Break into sub-groups or
smaller groups if necessary. Put well-behaved students with well behaved students and challenging
students with challenging students as well as the opposite. This will give them a chance to train hard and
help their classmates. Always use the lesson plan, do not deter from it.

8. Lesson of the Week – It’s important to teach your students lessons that will last a lifetime. Try to inspire
excellence in everyday life. Be  prepared, know the material, do not wing it. Prepare in advance.

9. Spotlighting – Pick one student that is doing an exceptional job at a particular stance, technique or
attitude and compliment them in front of everyone. This will “light up” the  student and it will also
encourage the same behavior in all the other students. Use positive praise as often as you can.

10. Praise in Public, Correct in Private – Use the formula… Praise Correct Praise – Use the  word
“NOW” instead of “BUT”. Bad Example: “Katie, your stance looks great, BUT, your kicks  look awful!”
Good Example: “Katie, your stance looks great, NOW kick faster!” [after she does  the kick faster…]
“Great, now you have a fast kick to go with that great stance, I’m proud of  you!” Never say “That ain’t that
Bad”, because, “That ain’t that Bad” AIN’T a COMPLIMENT!

Bonus 10

11. Coaching – Encourage your students; motivate them by saying “Go, Go, Go, Go, Go, Go,  Go, Go!!!!” or
“Higher! Higher! Higher! Higher!!!!” Give feedback. Don’t tell them what they are  doing wrong; tell them
what to do instead. Use the PRIMARY adjective twice, for example:  “You’re kicking faster this week than
you were last week! NOW kick FASTER!!! Just like a Black  Belt!” Never say “Don’t do it this way… Do it
this way instead…” or “Do you do it this way…  or this way…?”

12. Mental Benefits – Tie it into the physical acts of the martial arts. Explain to the class the  “real world”
benefits. The bow is not just a tradition but represents respect. Deep stances  build persistence. Focusing on
hitting the target is also about focusing on your goals, or your  school teacher. You must remind your
students that what you teach has a deeper impact for them in their daily lives.

13. Name Times Three! Always call each student by their name at LEAST three times per class.



14. Structure! Everything must be structured from the moment they enter the school till they leave.
15. Keep the Students Engaged: Learn to instantly understand when the students have lost  focus in the
class and engage them quickly. You can do this by constantly scanning the students and looking for
students whose attention is focused elsewhere. Engage them by calling their name, changing the activity,
peaking the class (see #1 above)

16. Think long term. Teach them about Martial Arts for Life. Martial Arts Lifestyle. Give them
encouragement to continue their training, explain the benefits of sticking with martial arts for  life.
17. FUN! – Not funny! Never sacrifice discipline for fun. Instead by energetic, educational,  enthusiastic,
have variety, be challenging, creative, fast paced, motivational, inspiring, positive,  a great workout and
students must leave feeling good about their progress.

18. Disguise Repetition. Everyone hates doing the same thing over and over and over, and at  the same time,
we as instructors know that repetition builds real skills. So we must be creative  in masking the repetitions.
You can have your students perform a technique 1,000 times in  your class without them even realizing it.
Change directions, break it down into smaller parts,  build the drill, practice in the air... then a hand target…
then a double target… then an XXL  bag… then on each other, do it in a line drill, then make it a challenge
with a partner. There are so many ways to actually practice the technique.

19. Inspire and Motivate. We always encourage, never discourage.

20. Praise in Public, Criticize in Private. It’s as simple as whispering the correction in their ear,  or making
an adjustment with your hands. When they do it right? Shout that from the rooftops!

21. No Push-ups as Discipline. Inspire them to fall in love with fitness, let them see fitness as  a positive.

22. Communicate effectively. Communication is 7% Words, 38% How we say those words  (tonality),
and 55% Body Language. Increase your communication skills.

23. Smiling, Sweating, Learning. Adults need all three, every class.

24. Connect – actually make personal connections with your students, their parents, your staff,  your
prospects. Create relationships.

25. GROW – as a person, as an instructor, as a coach, as a trainer, as a leader. The better you  are, the
better you can impact your students and your community.

“Life is short. Do stuff that matters. Pursue it relentlessly.”



Please Read This:

I really care about you. Yes you. You see, I have seen first hand the benefits the martial arts instills in my
own students. With my own eyes I have seen shy kids become leaders, bullied kids become safe, kids that
society has all but given up on turn into great kids… because of martial arts training and an instructor who
taught them the path to success.

I have heard my adult students tell me they have never felt better in their life, they told me they are more
focused, more positive, in better health, more confident. Less Stress.

I know true martial arts instructors change countless  lives, and because of that, you impact the world.

I believe being a martial arts instructor is a higher calling. You could have been anything in this world,  but
you chose to inspire your students to be the best version of themselves.

For that, I deeply respect you.

My purpose in this life is to help people, just like you become better instructors.

MAN do we live in a time where people really need our help.

There is so much chaos in the world, so many people looking to tear others down. To divide us. To point
out the weakness. To bully us.

But true martial arts instructors have the power, and the skills, and the knowledge to help people become
their best.

We build true strength in our students.


